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This article investigates whether royal diplomas from the first half of the thirteenth
century reflected a ‘royal’ view of society, and to what extent diplomas could be used
as a medium for propaganda. The analysis is based on the examination of a corpus of
nine royal diplomas and scrutinizes the correspondence between the ideology ex-
pressed in the diplomatic formulas and in two contemporary texts promoting a ‘royal’
view of society, i.e., A speech against the bishops and The King’s Mirror.
Traditionally, scholars have regarded the first half of the thirteenth century as the
time when a strong and centralised royal power replaced a system based on multiple
kingships that ruled more or less autonomous regions. This expansion of royal au-
thority was correlated with the parallel development of a royal ideology that aimed
at legitimising and strengthening the authority of kingship over society. However,
more recent studies have questioned this traditional conception and in particular the
correlation between ideology and royal power.1 Most recently, in his “Uforutsigbarhet
og nærvær”, Hans Jakob Orning argued that despite the continuous development of
ideological instruments and concepts, the practice of royal power in Norway during
the first half of the thirteenth century was still very dependent on the king’s physical
presence and on the unpredictability of his decisions.2 Orning’s thesis indirectly calls
into question the extent to which a kingship relied on ideology to impose its authority
on its subjects in his absence. In other words, did the kingship conduct any activity
that might be construed as propagandist during the period? Orning’s interpretations
have been criticised because of his exclusive use of literary sources, especially sagas,
at the cost of normative sources and in particular, of diplomas.3 Indeed, if literary
works have traditionally constituted the privileged source for the study of royal ide-
ology and royal propaganda, Norwegian diplomatic sources have by and large been
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neglected by historians. However, many elements strongly suggest that charters and
diplomas can serve as a significant source of knowledge about royal ideology in Nor-
way. 
In view of this, it seems opportune to re-examine the role played by royal diplo-
mas4 in the promotion of royal ideology. I will argue that royal diplomas in the first
half of the thirteenth century reflected royal ideology. The paper examines the chang-
ing political language of 9 thirteenth-century Norwegian diplomas, comparing to
two works of undisputed ideological content, the Speech against the bishops (ca. 1200)
and The King’s Mirror (ca. 1250). This investigation will more precisely set out to
analyse whether there is a correspondence between the royal conception of society
as defined in the two court texts and in the formulaic conventions of the 9 contem-
porary diplomas. 
Based on this first examination, the second important issue addressed in this
paper concerns the propagandist potential of royal diplomas. The growth of a strong
and centralised royal power in the first half of the thirteenth century led to important
upheavals in the social hierarchy and in the distribution of power. To make the socio-
political changes acceptable to the people and to make them adhere to it required new
forms of ideological legitimization, but also new ways of diffusing the political mes-
sage. The reign of Håkon Håkonsson (1217-63), in particular, is recognised as an im-
portant period of administrative consolidation in Norway. The production of the
royal Chancery, though remaining modest in comparison to its English and French
counterparts, expanded greatly precisely at the time. Is there a correlation between
the progress of Norwegian royal authority over society and diplomatic production?
To which extent did royal diplomas serve as agents for the promotion of king’s ide-
ology of society?
The value of diplomatic formulas
Traditionalists have often been sceptical as to whether diplomatic formulas have any
validity as a source of history.5 Many reasons are invoked. For long, scholars have
considered the authors of medieval diplomas as unimaginative writers who drew their
inspiration from handbooks containing compilations of formulas – ars dictaminis-
which for the most part went back to Antiquity and were slavishly recopied. As a re-
sult, diplomatic formulas have been considered as documents characterized by a
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stereotypy and conformism which mechanically further anachronistic concepts and
ideas that were not current at the time the diplomas were issued. Another reason for
this stereotyping has been that formulas were common international property. Diplo-
mas travelled and were used throughout Europe. The fact that a great number of me-
dieval diplomas were written in Latin encouraged foreign chanceries to borrow and
adopt certain aspects of the texts, making it difficult to state the extent to which a
formula reflected indigenous ideology or foreign trends. 
However, over the past decades new research in charters studies considerably
widened our interpretative horizon of medieval diplomatics. The linguistic turn and
the advent of cultural studies broke off with a former utilitarian and positivist ap-
proach which considered medieval texts at face-value, that is, for what they literally
told us of the past. In particular, diplomatics has largely been affected by the waves
of textual criticism. Where previously scholars only considered charters for their
propensity to show the world as it was, i.e. as a material producing meaning, the new
focus on language, texts, and narrative structures has shown that diplomatic acts bear
a meaning reflecting their contexts of production.6 The new approach to medieval
charters led scholars to question the very circumstances of elaboration of medieval
documents, the notions of authorship and receptivity. In direct contradiction to the
supposed conformism of diplomatic discourse, several studies have shown that in
changing terminologies charters authors conveyed an ideology that reflected contem-
porary political upheavals and used charters as instrument of propaganda.7 In a similar
way, studies of European medieval charters have indicated greater regional and tem-
poral variations in diplomatic traditions.8 The concept of authorship in diplomatics
itself has proved to be far more complex and productive than previously supposed.9
Several studies have clearly shown that charters’ texts were a product of both tradition
and innovation as authors of medieval charters readily used books of dictamen or bor-
rowed practices from neighboring chanceries to assemble diplomatic formulae in an
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7 In this respect, the study from A. W. Lewis’ study of the royal succession in Capetian
France is an eloquent reminder. In his study of royal succession in Capetian France, he shows
that the French king, Philipp II Augustus, before departing for the crusade, deliberately in-
troduced a new terminology in diplomatic acts in order to increase the legitimacy of his son to
his succession (Lewis 1981); Claude Fagnen has also shown that the advent of Richard I to the
throne of England corresponded with the adoption and the systematic use of terms enhancing
royal authority in diplomatic acts (Fagnen 1984). See, Damsholt 1977: 66–85, Fichtenau
1956–57, Guyotjeannin 2006: 102.
8 See Vincent 2005: 70–106.
9 See Zimmermann 2001.
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original and purposeful manner.10 The situation and origin of charter recipients as
well as the language used in diplomatic acts is shown to have had “a dynamic effect”
on the audience and could be used as a political instrument.11
In the following, I discuss the correspondence between the royal view of society
proposed in two fundamental yardsticks of 13th century royal ideology, the Speech
against the bishops and The King’s Mirror and in contemporary royal diplomas. These
two texts are products of two specific and dissimilar contexts. The former is a political
pamphlet issued by King Sverrir in the midst of the conflict between the king and
his local high clergy (ca. 1200). The text was a response to the excommunication
which was pronounced against Sverrir.12 The second text was written some 60 years
later under rather more peaceful conditions. It is a speculum regale, The King’s Mirror
(~1250), i.e. a treatise of conduct proposing an image of the ideal ruler.13 The work
combines encyclopaedic knowledge about nature, animal life and meteorological phe-
nomena, with considerations about Court life and the duties of the king. The context
in which these treatises were written differs greatly. Whereas the former was written
in the midst of the Norwegian Civil War, the second was issued during the peaceful
years of an unchallenged ruler. Accordingly, the two texts have a differing tonality:
the Speech is polemical whereas The King’s Mirror is not. Yet, despite these differ-
ences, the two texts share important similarities. Both treatises were clearly designed
with the same political purpose in mind: to promote a monarchic order. In this re-
spect, a main and common feature of these works is their use of metaphoric repre-
sentations of society to legitimize monarchic models of society. To a great extent,
former scholars have considered these texts as exponents of a similar conception of
society.14 This article argues for a more dynamic approach. Between the two redac-
tions, there is a clear evolution in the thematics and the conception of kingship over
society which I propose to outline now.
Royal views of society
My analysis is to a great extent based on the different metaphors of society found in
the Speech against the bishops and in The King’s Mirror. The author of the Speech against
the bishops starts his pamphlet with a metaphor of society stigmatizing the nature and
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the reach of the faults of the clergy, but also displaying a conception of kingship of
how society should be. In The King’s Mirror, two different allegories of society (the
metaphors of the sun and of the winds, the metaphor of dearth) serve the author in
promoting a monarchic programme for society based on new values, such as the serv-
ice to the king. In comparing the two works, I will first provide a general survey of
the fundamental principles of kingship’s overall view of society. I will also outline
the royal conception of the king’s relationship with the different components of so-
ciety. 
The overall conception of society presented in the Speech against the bishops and
in The King’s Mirror rests on the same principles of unity, hierarchy, and the sacred
character of society. In particular, the different metaphors appear to be exquisite
means for depicting a society, a whole, where each part was functionally related to
each other. However, some divisions of society had a greater role to play in an order
established by God and were thereby sacred and unalterable. In evaluating the rela-
tionship between the king and the different groups subject to his authority, I have
paid greater attention to the differences between the two works to determine if the
conception of this relationship remained constant in the texts, or had evolved. In this
respect, while the subordination of the clergy was a feature of both texts, the author
of The King’s Mirror presented a rather more ambiguous and much less radical con-
ception of the clergy’s relationship to the king than the author of the Speech, who was
his predecessor by fifty years. However, the Speech was an anticlerical pamphlet,
which The King’s Mirror was not. Can we nevertheless interpret this difference as
indicating that the attitude of the kingship towards the Church had relaxed? The lay
aristocracy, which had no prominent place in the Speech against the bishops, played a
more central role in The King’s Mirror. In particular, the programme for society pro-
posed in the latter document placed a great emphasis upon the distinction between
the aristocracy in the king’s service – which thereby constituted the new social elite,
and the “old” aristocracy, which owed its social status solely to wealth and heritage.
Royal ideology appears to have made a greater distinction between these two types
of aristocracies during the period as compared to the picture presented in the
metaphor of the body of both aristocracies equally surrounding the king (although
those in the king’s service were prescribed a particular duty to the king). The mass
of peasants and commoners were identified with the feet in the Speech and integrated
into the class of kotkarlar15 in The King’s Mirror, which relegated them to the bottom
of the social hierarchy in both works. The main difference between peasants and
commoners rested in the character of their relationship to the king. The Speech against
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the bishops suggests an apparent collusion between the people and the king. In this
respect, the use of the pluralis modestiæ Vi (we) and oſſ (us), both at the beginning
and at the end of the text, has traditionally been interpreted as an attempt by the au-
thor to identify the audience, i.e. the peasants and commoners, with the king and his
cause.16 The King’s Mirror provided a radically different view. In the metaphor of
dearth, the author portrayed peasants and commoners as stupid, inherently tending
toward chaos and disorder, and unable to take care of themselves. In contrast to the
Speech, The King’s Mirror provided no place for complicity or identification between
the king and the people. It therefore appears that the relationship between the king
and his people had become more authoritarian and distant throughout the century. 
Finally, in examining the place of the king in society, it is possible to observe the
striking and redundant feature upon which the views of society in both the texts were
built: the opposition between order and disorder. In the Speech, the symbolic social
body opposed the corruption engendered by the clergy’s failure to create an initial
and harmonious order. Similarly, in The King’s Mirror, the author’s endeavours to in-
troduce an alternative order oppose an “old” and perverted society to a monarchic
and divine social order. In both cases, however, the king appeared to play a key role
at the meeting point between two antagonistic societies. He was portrayed as the re-
storer of peace; the one who commuted chaos into harmony and disorder into order.
This role corresponded with the well-established Christian ideal of rex iustus, which
placed emphasis on the duty of the king to protect society on behalf of God. Accord-
ing to Walter Ullmann, the king’s function as protector of society was intrinsically
connected with the rendering of justice and the promulgation of laws. As represen-
tative of God on Earth, the king shall judge God’s people as they deserve.17 Both doc-
uments clearly referred to the ideal of rex iustus, but to differing degrees. The Speech
placed a greater emphasis on the king’s duty to protect society, but laws and justice
did not form the core of the author’s argumentation. In contrast, in The King’s Mirror,
the role of the king as judge was stressed to a greater extent. For example, the disre-
gard for laws and royal justice by commoners was a central element of the metaphor
of dearth. There is also a substantial difference between the documents in their rep-
resentation of the distance separating the king from society. I argue that the metaphor
of the body in the Speech proposed an integrative model of society that underscored
the centrality of the king rather than attempting to raise him over society. On the
other hand, the metaphors used in The King’s Mirror emphasised the king’s omnipo-
tence and superiority, which literally lifted the latter above his subjects. In addition,
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the emphasis placed on the intimate relationship between the king and God con-
tributed to remove the king from human society.
Norwegian royal diplomas 1202–1263
The preceding outline of the royal views of society has described the cardinal princi-
ples that ruled the kingship’s overall view, as well as the royal conception of the rela-
tionship between the different components of society. The next section of this work
examines the social terminology used in 9 diplomas that were issued between 1202
and 1263.
The diplomas selected in the following examination are contemporaneous to the
period that separates the redaction of the Speech (1198-1202) to The King’s Mirror
(1240-1260), i.e. from the reign of King Magnus Sverresson to the death of King
Håkon Håkonsson. All 9 documents are written in the vernacular. Given that the
aim of this study concerns the presence of royal ideology in Norway, all diplomas
selected are domestic letters, i.e. addressed to “local” recipients, issued by a king and
his administration. The documents which are examined in the following constitute
the whole corpus of royal acts corresponding to these criteria.18 The first is a diploma
from 1202, better known as the letter of reconciliation from King Håkon Sverresson to
Eirik, archbishop of Nidaros (doc.1).19 Although scholars disagree as to the letter effec-
tively sanctioned a truce between the Church and the king or merely marked a partial
victory, the main subject of this document concerned a wish from the king to end the
conflict started under his father’s reign, by recognizing the Church’s demand for in-
dependence, and in return requiring the Church to reconcile the king’s rights. The
next four diplomas are charters of protection. The letter from King Filippus Simonsson
to the monastery of Hovedøy (1202-1217) (doc.2) was addressed to the people of
Mossedal and warned them against inflicting injuries or loss on a property belonging
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18 These documents can be found, in their original version, in the Diplomatarium
Norvegicum. Oldbreve til Kunskab om Norges indre og ydre Forhold, Sprog, Slægter, Sæder, Lovgiv-
ning og Rettergang i Middelalderen, Vol. I-XXII. Oslo, 1849–1992 (abbr. DN). Some documents
have also been compiled in Norges gamle Love indtil 1387, publ. by. R. Keyser & P. A. Munch.
Christiana. 1846 (abbr. NGL). Whereas original versions of diplomas are relatively easy to
find, translations, when existing at all, are scattered in many different works. Some diplomas
have been translated into modern Norwegian in Norske middelalder dokumenter, publ. and tra.
by Bagge, S., Smedsdal, S. H., Helle, K. Bergen, 1973. The Corpus codicum Norvegicorum medii
aevi. Folio serie, vol. 2, edited by Finn Hødnebø. Oslo, 1960, provided both original and trans-
lated versions of some diplomas issued between 1210 and 1300, and which were missing in
the previous work. Documents 6, 7 and 9 are not translated into modern language.
19 DN VIII nr. 5.
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to the monastery of Hovedøy in Oslo fjord.20 In the letter of privileges from King Håkon
Håkonsson for Guttorm, archbishop of Nidaros (1222) (doc.3)21 , the king granted the
archbishop of Nidaros the right to issue coins at a standard decided by the king.
Thereafter, the king declared that he would take under his protection all present and
future properties of the archbishopric. The raison d’être of the letter has been seen
in relation to the political situation of Håkon Håkonsson at the beginning of his
reign. Though he had been hailed king at different local things, the Church supported
his opponent, earl Skule. In 1223, a meeting was arranged, in Bergen, in order to de-
cide which of them should finally succeed to the throne. It has been suggested that it
was with this crucial meeting in sight that the king issued this letter in order to secure
the support of the archbishop to his candidature.22 The letter from King Håkon Håkon-
sson to the people of Eiker (1224) (doc.4) forbade them to fish on a land detained by ec-
clesiastical authorities, threatening the former with hard punishment and significant
fines for anyone who did not respect the king’s dispositions.23 The letter of privileges
from King Håkon Håkonsson for the bishopric of Stavanger (1226-1254) (doc.5) combined
a donation and protection.24 It assigned to the bishop of Stavanger the town of Sta-
vanger and all its revenues. It is not a new donation, but a confirmation of a privilege
previously conceded by King Magnus Erlingsson, sometime between 1161 and 1164,
and not respected after his fall by the succeeding kings.25 The final paragraph of the
document was composed of formulas promising rewards to those who observed the
disposition and punishment to those who did not. The Retterbot from King Håkon
Håkonsson for the legate William of Sabina (1247) (doc.6) was written in the wake of
Håkon Håkonsson’s coronation in summer 1247. It is a retterbot, an amendment,
which is to say not a law strictly speaking, but a modification – often amelioration –
of existing rights and privileges accorded to the king’s subjects.26 It shortly introduces
and confirms the legal stipulations of Popes Innocent IV’s delegate, cardinal William
of Sabina, for the Norwegian church’s “liberties”.27 In many respect, this document
echoes Magnus Erlingsson’s Coronation oath from 1163-64, where the king swore
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obedience to the Church and recognised the Norwegian Church’s rights. However,
although Håkon Håkonsson strongly needed clerical assistance for his coronation,
the concessions to the Church presented in the Retterbot are far more limited than
those admitted by Magnus Erlingsson. The king was clearly in a stronger position.
Indeed, the document presents Sabina’s dispositions as Ver vilium, “the king’s wish”.28
Our seventh document is the Letter from King Håkon Håkonsson to the people of Viken
(1219-1263) (doc.7).29 This letter is not dated. It is addressed to the men of the Viken,
and obliged them to pay taxes from their harvest (tithe) and from their cattle. The
Retterbot from King Håkon Håkonsson, also known as Håkon Håkonsson’s “New Law”
(doc.8) is an open-letter written in 1260 addressed to the whole population. It con-
tains several legal stipulations mainly concerned with crimes such as murder, rape,
robbery, and bribery.30 Lastly, the Retterbot from King Håkon Håkonsson (1263) (doc.9)
is a document that reminded inhabitants of the bishopric of Hamar of the obligation
to pay tithes to the Church. A second stipulation more precisely addressed to the
king’s men forbade them from interfering with the Church’s interests, and instead,
compelled them to help and assist the bishop and his men, in the event that their in-
terests were threatened.31 
I will not undertake an individual analysis of these documents, partly because of
space constraints. However, the great diversity in the structure and composition of
the documents, along with the fact that each diploma appears to be unequally per-
vaded with references to royal ideology suggests that the following analysis be
arranged according to the conventional division of the components parts of the me-
dieval diploma: the formulas of the protocols, arengae or arenga-like formulas, and
the formulas of sanctio. Other aspects of the diplomas, which are essential to the
analysis, will be integrated as appropriate.
Formulas of protocol
The protocol, which strictly speaking acted as the introductory section of the diploma,
was composed of different formulas. The intitulatio was the section that contained
the name and the title of the sender. It was usually followed by the inscriptio, which
listed to whom the document was addressed. Finally, the formulas of salutatio con-
tained a greeting from the sender to the recipient.32 Recent research has emphasized
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how significant intitulationes are as source of information on medieval culture.33 A
thorough analysis of the terms used and the order in which they occurred may thereby
give insight into the royal view of society. The following examines these issues with
particular attention to intitulationes and inscriptiones.
Given that all the diplomas examined for this study were of royal origin, intitulationes
referred exclusively to kings. In particular, they referred to the royal title and show that
this varied greatly over the course of the first half of the thirteenth century. The docu-
ments issued by King Håkon Sverresson and King Filippus used the simple expression, 
Hakon konongr, and Philippus konungr (doc.1 and 2)34
Their successor, King Håkon Håkonsson used the expressions, 
Hakon konongr son Hakonar konongs (doc.3, 4, and 5)
Hákon konungr son Hákonar konungs sonarson Sverris konungs (doc.7 and 8)
which emphasised the hereditary basis of the royal office. However, in both Retterbot
from 1247 and 1263, his title was completed with the devotional formula med guðs
miskun (by the grace of God):
Hakon med guðs miskun noregs konongr sun Hakonar konongs (doc.6 and 9)35 
This devotional formula stressed the divine origin of the royal office. It suggested
that the king had been installed by God and acted as His vicar on Earth.36 However,
while the term appears to have been employed rather late in domestic diplomas, the
devotional formula was adopted earlier in the period, and was more usual in royal
documents destined for foreign kings.37 The fact remains that the king did not see
the need to emphasise the sacred character of his authority in letters aimed at his sub-
jects until late in the thirteenth century.
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The formulas of inscriptio in the 9 diplomas designated various recipients of dif-
ferent social origin. I will first analyse the terms used to designate recipients, in hopes
of finding references to the social order. Finally, I will examine whether inscriptiones
and the formulas of protocol in general bear a defined conception of the social hier-
archy. 
The majority of our diplomas are largely addressed to the whole society. Two
documents were possibly addressed to the people; the letter to the people of Eiker,
and perhaps the letter from King Filippus. The last document was the only one ex-
plicitly addressed to the aristocracy in the king’s service. 
The terms that refer to the clergy prove to be extremely varied and did not have
much value in aiding in understanding the relationship between the king and the
Church. In the inscriptiones, the clergy have been designated with terms from the ec-
clesiastical hierarchy (archbishop, bishop, archdeacon) (doc.1, 3, 5 and 8), but also with
the terms lærdemenn, lærðom, lærdum (learned men) which indiscriminately designated
the clergy as a whole, and which was often used in opposition to the term lendmenn
(lay aristocrat) and its variants, as in lænðom or lærðum (doc.1, 3, 6 and 8). Finally, the
word korsbroeðrom (brothers of the cross) was used to refer to priests from the cathe-
dral collegiums (doc.5). 
The terms referring to the lay aristocracy are of greater interest. It appears that
the aristocrats both of birth and in the king’s service were very unequally represented.
The aristocracy of birth was virtually totally absent from the inscriptiones, which may
be due to the fact that the sample of diplomas from the period selected for this analy-
sis does not include diplomas that were expressly addressed to them. The aristocracy
in the king’s service, on the other hand, were frequently named in the inscriptiones
(doc.4, 5 and 9), although only the last diploma was directly addressed to them. This
last listed in great detail the different offices within the local (lændum, syslumonnum)
and central (hyrdmonnum, kiærtisuæinum) administration38 , whereas on most occa-
sions, inscriptiones referred only to the lendmenn (doc.3 and 5). As we earlier pointed
out, this last denomination always occurred in opposition to lærðom or lerdom, des-
ignating churchmen. Johan Agerholt has claimed that this division is suggestive of
the more normal division between learned (lerdom)/unlearned (olerdom) –which is
solely used in the letter to the people of Viken (doc.7), dividing society between clerics
and laymen. He drew an interesting parallel in the use of this division in English
charters, where both bishops and abbots were saluted together with counts and
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barons.39 This distinction between leading men of the lay aristocracy and learned peo-
ple, though admittedly distinguishing between the clergy and the laity, both enhanced
the hierarchical order within the laity (in solely naming the aristocracy in the king’s
service) and clearly stressed an elitist conception of society.
If the inscriptiones clearly privileged the royal aristocracy, a look at the terms re-
ferring to the aristocracy in other formulas shows that on two occasions (both in the
arenga of the letter of reconciliation from Håkon Sverresson and in the Stavanger
letter), authors used terms that indiscriminately referred to the whole lay aristocracy
(flestir allir fra falner, goða menn) (doc.1)40 or, as in the term hofðingia, to high digni-
taries of the lay and clerical aristocracy (doc.5).41 These two last cited diplomas (doc.1
and 5) could readily be representatives of an early conception of society, and in this
precise case, of aristocracy. Sandaaker has suggested that great care be taken concern-
ing the origin of most formulas in the letter to the bishopric of Stavanger.42 He argued
that this document was truly a revised and actualised version of Magnus Erlingsson’s
original – and missing – letter of donation, combining original passages with bor-
rowed formulas. If this is true, it appears that both in inscriptiones and in the texts of
the diplomas selected for this analysis, the aristocracy in the king’s service increasingly
dominated references to the lay aristocracy.
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because those who were committed to the protection of society and its laws have disappeared:
þæir ero nærsta flestir allir fra falner er lanndzsens ok lanndz laghanna vildu gæta með rettyndom
(DN VIII nr. 5: 11–12, p. 7). The expression þæir ero nærsta flestir allir fra falner referred most
probably to King Sverrir, who died shortly before the letter was issued. But it might also have
referred to the magnates and the king’s men who, according to common opinion among schol-
ars, were decimated during the Civil War (Bagge 1986: 169–170). The term goða menn appears
in the expression lærder ne olærder guð ne goða menn (DN VIII nr. 5: 15, p. 7). Although scholars
have been divided as to the social origin of these goða menn, in this particular case the term
tends to refer to the lay aristocracy (Helle 1972: 84-88). Indeed, later in the paragraph, the au-
thor refers a second time to the goða menn, when he points out that the situation of chaos shall
stop on the condition that, guð ok goðer menn læggi raað til at bætr verði (DN VIII nr 5: 19–20,
p .7). It is difficult to be certain, but we can notice that goða menn were associated with the
restoration of laws in the same way as the lay aristocracy was earlier associated with the keeping
of peace and law. Assuming that both shared the same task, it is tempting to assign goða menn
an aristocratic social origin.
41 The term hofðingia is found in the arenga and emphasises both the duty of all Christians
to support the Holy Church and in particular, the specific duty of the hofðingia, who have been
elevated by God with authority and princely names (DN I nr. 51: 7–9, p. 85).
42 Sandaaker 1970: 286–308.
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The people and commoners were also well represented in the protocols. The ex-
pression that referred to them, bondom oc buþeignum (and its different variants) is
found in six of the inscriptiones (doc.1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9). In contrast to the description
of other social groups, the expression that referred to the people was unique and
rather constant throughout the inscriptiones examined. On one occasion, however,
the term buþæghnum appeared alone (doc.6). In this respect, scholars have unani-
mously considered the expression bondom oc buþeignum as a fixed and stereotyped
formula that gave the letter the character of a litterae apertae, i.e. a document intended
for the people at large.43 However, as G. A. Blom noted for the letter from Håkon
Sverresson, the expression does not tell us whether the letter was effectively addressed
to the people or not.44 Thus, paradoxically, while it is impossible to draw conclusions
from the variety of expressions in earlier texts addressed to recipients such as the
clergy, the consistent character of the expression for the people makes it difficult to
state something useful about the royal conception of people in society.
The idea that the inscriptio and the protocol in general can provide information
about social hierarchies is no longer necessarily as preposterous as it may have been.
Indeed, scholars have suggested that the very position of the inscriptio within the pro-
tocol depended on the social rank of its author.45 Therefore, in letters addressed by
a person whose rank was lower than that of the recipient, the inscriptio was placed
before the intitulatio. On the other hand, when the recipient’s rank was higher in the
social hierarchy, the salutatio preceded the list of recipients. In the current cases,
where the intitulationes named the king and always preceded inscriptiones, the proto-
cols testified to the supremacy of the king over society as a whole. The formulas of
inscriptiones, which listed the different recipients, may also have suggested a hierar-
chical order. On some occasions, it appears, effectively, that inscriptiones referred to
and followed existing ecclesiastical (doc.1, 3 and 5) and royal hierarchies (doc.9). In
addition to these hierarchies, it possible that there was a defined order in the very
construction of inscriptiones, i.e. the way the different recipients were placed in rela-
tion to one another. However, many factors argue against this possibility. In partic-
ular, recipients who were directly concerned with the letter’s contents were
commonly placed first. This was especially the case when recipients were directly
designated by their name, as was the case in the inscriptiones of documents 1, 2, 3 and
5. Setting aside the naming of the recipients who were obviously concerned with the
letters’ contents, the only references left in inscriptiones are the expressions, lærdom,
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43 Hamre 1972: 205.
44 Blom 1967: 127.
45 KLNM, “inscriptio” by Finn Hødnebø: 432–433. 
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lendom, bondom ok buþeghnum. Considering only these, it appears that the clergy and
the lay elite were normally placed before expressions referring to peasants and com-
moners. Within the elite, it is more difficult to state whether or not there was a hi-
erarchy between ecclesiastical and secular groups. In examples where both elites were
listed (doc.3 and 5), the clergy preceded the lay elite. The problem is that these precise
diplomas were directly addressed to the archbishop of Nidaros and the bishop of Sta-
vanger by name, justifying their position in the inscriptio. Additionally, the only doc-
ument addressed to the king’s men (doc.9) and which could provide information as
to whether or not the inscriptio ranges the elite, unfortunately did not list any eccle-
siastical functions. Similarly, in the expression lendom ok lærdom, the order varies and
cannot indicate any significant ranking. Thus, even though it is not possible to assume
that the protocols themselves reflect a social hierarchy, they fundamentally suggest
the superior position of the king and the inferior place of the people in society, as
well as a social division between the elite and the non-elite.
Arengae and arenga-like formulas
The very purpose of an arenga is to state in a very general manner the reasons and
the legitimacy for issuing the diploma.46 The value of arengae for historians has been
diversely appreciated. For some, owing to their overwhelming repetitiveness, these
formulas expressed only general information without interest. Additionally, even if
the formulas can be seen to express political ideas, the importance of old and/or for-
eign documents in terms of providing source material for ideas and wording makes
it difficult to know the period from which the information actually dates. In contrast,
however, some historians have considered arengae to reflect contemporary ideas.
Nanna Damsholt, in her study of Danish royal arengae, argued that the borrowing
of past words or foreign formulations were adapted to local and synchronic circum-
stances to gain new significance. In particular, she showed that the general and stereo-
typed character of arengae could have been a desired effect, conferring a perpetual
character to the principles espoused in the formula.47 Other scholars have nuanced
the stereotyped character of arengae, showing that, in most cases, a refined analysis
of these formulas reveals important thematic variations and evolutions.48 The German
H. Fichtenau stressed the decisive function of royal arengae in the legitimizing strate-
gies of kingship. Indeed, he considered these formulas to be a natural frame for
monarchic propaganda in the Middle Ages.49 
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46 Guyotjeannin 2006: 76.
47 Damsholt 1970; see also Riis 1977: 66–85, and Azevedo Santos 2001: 167–190.
48 Barret 2001: 321–336.
49 Fichtenau 1956–57.
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Arengae were generally and largely optional in medieval diplomas. They were
also scarce in medieval Norwegian diplomas. Most of the time, they were replaced
by a motivation formula placed indiscriminately in the text. 50 Yet, with the exception
of three documents (doc.2, 6 and 7), all of the diplomas examined possessed an arenga
or, more frequently, a passage that acted as an arenga.
In our documents, arengae can be classified, based on three different themes. The
first theme is exclusively represented in the narrationes of the first document (1202,
doc.1) and of Håkon Håkonssons Rettarbot of 1260 (doc.8), and is built on the theme
of disorder. 
Almost all the men who wanted to uphold the laws of the country and land with
justice are gone.51
In this arenga-like formula, the author depicted the dramatic situation in which
the country found itself, because those who had committed to protect society had
disappeared. What was stated here, though indirectly, was the duty to protect society
and the order of law. 
The Rettarbot’s aim was to reduce feuds. An arenga-like formula underlines how
detrimental were the killings for the country:
Most men will probably be familiar with how large and manifold the damage to
the families of most men in the country has been because of the murder and ex-
ecution of the best men, which has been more common here than in most other
countries. And because they are first and foremost dangerous and hazardous in
the face of God and humans, and leads both to the murder of kinsmen and to
the loss of property, it is shameful to hear in those countries that are better fit,
that this vicious habit is more common here than in any other country. 52
It is also worthy of note that this arenga associates the clerical and lay elite, identified
with the aristocracy in the king’s service, with the promulgation of laws, although
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50 L. Hamre argued that the reason why arengae were very infrequently found in Norwe-
gian medieval diplomas is due to the fact that arengae were found, to a great extent, in Latin
documents, and that most Norwegian diplomas were written in the vernacular, and were only
to a very limited degree inspired by or translated from Latin. (Hamre 1972: 45).
51 þæir ero nærsta flestir allir fra falner er lanndzsens ok lanndz laghanna vildu gæta með
rettyndom (DN VIII nr. 5: 11–12, p. 7)
52 Flestum mönnum man þat kunnikt vera hvessu mykin oc margfalldan skaða er flestra
manna ættir í landinu hafa fengit af manndrápum oc henna beztu manna aftöcum teim sem
her hafa meir í veniu verity en í flestum löndom öðrum. Oc af því at þat er first fyrir guði hætt
oc háscasamlict oc mönnum bæði til fræda tións oc fiártapanar. svá er þat oc svívirðilict at
spyria í þau lönd er vel ero siðaðir at menn scolo þann úsið her meir í veniu hafa en í engu
landi öðro. (NGL I: 3–9, p. 121)
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their role is reduced to the simple one of advisor, as it was the king who took the ini-
tiative:
And for this reason we have considered carefully, with the advice of the arch-
bishop and his bishops, lords and learned men, men of law, and others among the
wisest men in the country, how the murders of men can be reduced.53
The second theme was central in three arengae or arenga-like formulas and stressed
the duty to support and help the Church. In the donation letter to Nidaros from 1222
(doc.3), at the end of the donation of coinage’s rights, a formula very nearly fulfils
the function of an arenga:
We have agreed to this because we believe that it will bring us the gratitude of
God, and be of benefit to the place of the Holy King Olav, and that it will harm
no good men.54
Here, the king justified the concession to the archbishop in order to please God and
to help the bishopric. In the letter to the people of Eiker from 1224 (doc.4), in a com-
bined prohibitio-arenga passage, the author emphasized the duty of the king to honour
and promote both God and the Church: 
...because we will not suffer it from anyone, neither rich nor poor, to rob God
and the Holy Church, from which we are all to receive honour and satisfaction
both in this home and in the next.55
In these two arengae, the king was presented as the protector and the benefactor of
the Church, assuring its protection and supporting its prosperity with donations of
different natures. Finally, the second paragraph of the donation letter to the bishopric
of Stavanger (doc.5), underscored the duty of all Christians to support the Church,
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53 Oc fyrir því höfum ver eptir hugleitt með ráði erkibiscops oc lióðbiscopa. lendra manna
oc lærðra. lögmanna oc annarra enna vitrastu manna í landinu. at minka manndrápin. (NGL
I: 9–11, p. 121)
54 haffum ver iattat þetta firer þui at ver ætlom at her man gudi afuusa a uera oc gagn megi
af standa stad hins helga Olafs konongs. oc enguhm godom manne till vanhags. (DN III nr. 1:
14–17, p. 1)
55 firir þvi at ver vilium eingum þat þola hvaðke rikum ne orikum. at ræne guð oc heilagha
kirkiu. er ver skulum alla fræmd oc upreist af tacka bæðe þessa heims oc annars. (DN II nr. 5:
2–4, p. 7)
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and next, emphasised that this duty was greater for those who had been elevated by
God with authority and princely names: 
A great debt is owed by both rich and poor who have touched Christianity [...] all
those who God has honoured with lands and the names of chiefs, to support her
[the church] and strengthen her in all good things.56
Lastly, in the Retterbot of 1263 (doc.9), both in the protocol, as was true with the de-
votional formula and in the formulas of the sanctio, as will soon be clear, there was
an arenga describing the importance of the intimate relationship between God and
the king: 
All Christian kings from the beginning of time shall own the honour of kings by
carrying forth and advancing the commands of God with the strength and the
power vested in them by God.57
This arenga referred to three important themes. First, the author wrote that the king
had as his duty to support and promote God’s will on Earth. There was also an ex-
plicit allusion to the divine origin of the king’s power. Finally, the arenga rooted the
legitimacy of the king’s duty in the very Creation. The underlying idea here was that
the king’s duties and power were in keeping with the pattern of the world order cre-
ated by God. 
A diachronic analysis of the different themes expressed in arengae appears diffi-
cult, as they spring up in different occasions. Still, I believe it is worthwhile to note
the contrast between the two extremes represented by the first and the last diplomas,
which suggests a radical reorientation of the thematic of arengae or arenga-like for-
mulas; the king’s obligations towards the kingdom, consisting of assuring the welfare
of society and the respect for laws, were subsequently supplanted by his duties to
perform God’s will on Earth. These two examples may not be representative, but
they may epitomise the evolution of kingship described earlier in this paper; that is
to say, the evolution from a king as a part of society and subject to its rules, to a king
increasingly connected to God and distanced from human institutions. 
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56 Margfalleg scylda. kræfr bæðe rika oc orika þa sem við cristni hava tekit […] allum er
guð hevir með riki oc með hofðingia namne gofgat. at styðia hana oc styrkia til allra rettra luta.
(DN I nr. 51: 5-6, p. 7–9) 
57 Aller krisnir konnongær fra uphafue hæimsæns af skyldu kononglægrar tignær eygu at
flitiæ ok fræmiæ guds bodord med styrk ok vallde þui sem gud hefuer þæim gefuett. (NGL I
nr. 13: 4–6, p. 462)
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From this perspective, it is also interesting to note that, although the king issued
all the diplomas under consideration, arengae or arenga-like formulas were not ex-
clusively about the king’s duties. Indeed, while the letters to Nidaros, to Eiker and
the Retterbot of 1263 specifically imputed duties to the king, two documents con-
ferred a broader social basis to their arengae. In the first document (doc.1), the author
assigned the duty to protect society and its laws to a group that this analysis has iden-
tified as the king and the entire lay aristocracy. Similarly, in the second document
(doc.5), the author did not explicitly name the king, but referred to hofðingiar, which
this analysis has identified with the lay and the clerical elite. Once again, if we con-
sider – as has been argued earlier – these two documents as representative of a com-
mon and earlier view of society, it appears that royal arengae, increasingly, attributed
the different duties to the king alone, and in doing so, perhaps suggested a growing
singularity of the king’s role in society.
Formulas of Sanctio
The final part of a diploma was composed of the formulas of sanctio, also known as
“Les clauses finales”. The object of these formulas was to make certain that the dis-
position made in the text would be respected, in requiring (injunctio), forbidding (pro-
hibitio), granting reward (præmium), and even threatening (poena) those for whom
the diploma was intended. 58 
As was true for the protocols, the formulas of sanctio have not traditionally been
considered as offering potential support for an ideology. However, in the documents
analysed for this work, it appears that arengae or arenga-like formulas were at times
closely associated with formulas of sanctio. Although she did not examine the issue,
Damsholt also suggested that the formulas of sanctio may convey some important
aspects of royal ideology.59
Slightly more than half of the corpus considered contained at least one or more
of these formulas. Documents 1, 6 and 8 do not have any.60 For the first, these for-
mulas featured an address, which potentially contained references to social divisions.
In a general manner, whether the formulas were prohibitive, punishing, or rewarding,
the addresses were not targeted at any specific social group. On the contrary, they
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58 Hamre 1972: 52.
59 Damsholt 1970: 77–78.
60 The rettarbot from 1247 (Doc.6) has formulas of sanctio, but they belong to the letter
written by William of Sabina and are not proper to the royal diploma.
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were general and aimed at society as a whole.61 However, beyond this universal char-
acter, the authors of these different diplomas sometimes acknowledged social dis-
tinctions. Thus, while the poena in the letter to the people of Eiker was specifically
addressed to the people of the town, the author extended the interdiction to “hvaðke
rikum ne orikum” (neither rich nor poor). The letter to the bishop of Stavanger (1226-
54), contains poena and præmium that were first addressed indiscriminately to all
Christians, but which later gave priority to addressing the elite, “all the kings and
chieftains”.62 Finally, the prohibitio of the Retterbot of 1263 (doc.9) distinguished be-
tween the king’s men and others, “neither our men nor others”63 , whereas a first
poena formula,
And if anyone dares to enter the property of the institution of the Church at
Hamar, or deprive it in any way, he shall then receive such punishment from us
as if he had dishonoured or own, the King’s, judgement.64
, and a combined præmium/poena formula,
Now, those who will give heed to these our statements, they shall then have the
friendship of us and of God, but those who go against this shall receive both re-
venge and enmity from us.65
, featured a universal address. Consequently, it appears that although formulas of
sanctio were addressed at everyone, which emphasised the universal reach of royal
authority, whenever some kind of distinction was made formulas irremediably re-
ferred to a division of society between the elite and the non-elite.
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61 And if anyone… (Nu ef nokor maðr...) (doc.2); But, if any (En heimoler skulum ver...) (doc.3);
neither rich nor poor (hvaðke rikum ne orikum...) (doc.4); And all those who break, or cause
breakers of judgement to break, this my gift whether they be of high or of low rank... (En þeir
aller. er þessa mina giof riuva eða rofs menn til fa. hvart þeir ero meiri menn át namnbotom eða
minni...) (doc.5); varer menn ne adrer..., And if anyone (En ef nokor...), Now, those who shall....
(Nu þæir er þessæ skulu...), And they shall (En þæir skulu...) (doc. 9).
62 aller konongar eða hofðingiar (DN I nr. 51: 39, p. 14)
63 Huarke varer menn ne adrer... (NGL I: 15, p. 462)
64 En ef nokor dirfir sik till þess at gengr a æignir stadaræns i hamre. ædr næmr firir honum
med nokorom hætte. þa skall han slikæ ræfsingh af oss taka sem han hafde misþyrmt konongs
dome sialfs vars. NGL I: 3–5, p. 463
65 Nu þæir er þessæ vars bodskapar vilia giæta. þa skulu þæir hafua guds vinato ok vara. en
þæir skulu bæde hæmfndum ok fianskap af oss sæta er i mote þuisa ganga. (NGL I: 11–13, p.
463)
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While the addresses themselves might not suggest anything specific about each
social group, the study of the verbs used to traduce the king’s will in the formulas of
sanctio might vary and thereby provide better insight into the relationship between
the king and the persons or groups addressed by the formula. Strong verbs, literally
forbidding or threatening, were on most occasions replaced by expressions suggesting
that the king wanted, or did not want, rather than expressing clearly his intention:
We shall also not let anyone dishonour him... (doc.4)66
Because we will not suffer it from anyone (doc.3)67
So our will (doc.9)68
The king issued a direct command only once, when he enjoined his men to help the
bishop and his men, “We require” (doc.9).69 The gravity of the poenae or the generos-
ity of the præmia might, over time, suggest a change in the relationship between the
king and society. However, it is not possible to draw any useful conclusions, given
the small number of poenae and præmia. Similarly, the vagueness of the poenae does
not allow any conclusions to be drawn as to whether or not the king acted more se-
verely with a particular group or through time.
Along with the address, these formulas first of all witnessed the role played
by the king in society. With exception of the Stavanger letter, every poena formula
emphasised the role of the king as judge. The relative scarcity of formulas of rewards
underscores in particular the king’s role as punisher of the wicked rather than his
function in the reward of good by the good. Another interesting trait that has already
been pointed out in some late diplomas was the association of God and the king,
whether in the promise of rewards or in the divine legitimacy invoked by the author
to justify the king’s right to judge:
by the power vested in us by God (doc.4) 70 
They will receive by God (doc.5)71
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66 Engom skulu ver oc lata lyda at misþyrma honom (DN III nr 1: 5, p. 2)
67 Firir þui at ver vilium eingum þat þola (DN II nr 5: 2, p. 3)
68 sua vilium ver (NGL I nr 13: 14, p. 462)
69 Sua biodom ver (NGL I nr 13: 7, p. 463)
70 Æftir magni þui sem gud gefer oss (DN III nr 1: 9, p. 2)
71 Þa munu taka af guði (DN I nr 51: 15, p. 39)
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They shall then have the friendship of God and of us (doc.9)72
Finally, the letter from King Håkonsson to the people of Viken (Doc.7) closes with
an injunctio, which calls the support of the Saint Olav, Saint-Hallvard and of the
Church in order to bring peace from God and to avert the country from difficulties
and miseries: 
Thus, also men pay the duty to Olav and the Holy Hallvard’s men sincerely, as it
was said, and we call to God for help, and the Holy King Olav, the Holy Hallvard,
and all God’s men for mercy and intercession, for the mild and merciful God to
forgive us for our misdeeds and sins, injuries and trespasses, and [that he] lets the
evils and the poverty that have long lain across the country disappear from it, and
instead gives us peace and prosperity.73
Finding correspondence
Based on the preceding analysis, we will now question whether there is a thematic cor-
respondence between the kingship’s conceptions of society found in the Speech and in
The King’s Mirror, and the ideology contained in 9 royal diplomas from the same period. 
As has been described earlier in this paper, an essential and recurrent feature of
the overall views of society is the theme of a society, whole, where each division
played a role necessary to its proper functioning. In the diplomas under examination,
references to the unity of society are conspicuous by their absence. Similarly, refer-
ences to the functions fulfilled respectively by the different social groups are quasi
non-existent. Only the first document and the letter to the bishop of Stavanger, which
share ideological affinities, assigned the lay and clerical aristocracies a duty of general
reach (the protection of society). The role played by the commoners in society was
also seldom evoked. Only the author of the narratio of the first letter made reference
to it, although in a reference that was ill-timed: “it is bonden who fills/tills the land”74
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72 þa skulu þæir hafua guds vinato ok vara (NGL I: 12, p. 463)
73 Sua ok þa gere menn Olafs skotet ok hins hælghæ Haluarðar røkelegha sæm mælt var.
ok kallum a gud till hialpa ok hin hælghæ Olaf konongh. hin hælghæ Halvard. ok allæ guds
hælghæ men till miskunnar. ok arnaðær ords. at millær gud ok miskunsamær firir late os saker
ok synðir. mæin ok misgerðir ok late huærfa af lanðe varo vanðæ ok uesold er langhlegha hefir
a leghet. ok gefe oss I staden ar got frið ok farsælð. (NGL I: 5, p. 460)
74 er bonden er. er landet byggir. (DN VIII nr. 5: 28, p. 7). The term bonden has had different
meanings throughout the middle Ages. It referred to free peasants and to designate the inhab-
itants of the country. See in KLNM, Vol. II. Malmö, 1956–1978. “Bonde” by Halvard Bjørkvik:
89–95.
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This examination of metaphors and other allegories in the two yardsticks that
are the Speech and The King’s Mirror has already brought attention to the importance
of the notions of hierarchy in royal models of society. I have argued that protocols
provide interesting information about the hierarchical view of society. For the first,
the very place of the institutio suggested the supremacy of the king over the different
recipients, which appear to represent all categories of society (clergy, lay aristocracy
and the people). Second, I have proposed that inscriptios might reflect a hierarchical
conception of society in listing pre-existing hierarchies, but also in ranking the list
of recipients according to a division between the elite and the non-elite. It is precisely
this division that seems to be at the heart of the hierarchical conception in the diplo-
mas under consideration (lærdom/lendom, rikum/orikum, varer menn/adrer), and to
supersede the clerical division between learned and unlearned. What the elite category
bestowed varied from document to document, but they do show a recurrent identi-
fication of the elite within the aristocracy in the king’s service (lærdom/ulærdom, goða
menn, varer menn ne adrer) at the cost of the aristocracy of birth.
Finally, the central theme of the divine origin of society and its order was solely
expressed in an explicit manner in the arenga of the Retterbot of 1263. This arenga
associated the world order with the beginning of the world, i.e. the Creation, and as-
signed it an eternal and sacred character. The sacred origin of the social order was
also implicitly referred to in another arenga, where the author insisted on the divine
origin of the elites. In spite of these examples, references to the sacred order are in a
minority in the diplomas, even though the last diploma may foreshadow an increasing
presence in the second half of the thirteenth century.
One remaining issue of interest concerns the place and role that the different
components of society had in society, as well as the relationship these had with the
king. Additionally, this text has endeavoured to determine how kingship conceived
its own place and its own role in society. The clergy has occupied a privileged place
in the documents considered. In fact, all of the documents were either directly ad-
dressed to the Church or indirectly involved ecclesiastical institutions. The documents
suggest clearly that the clergy belonged to the elite, even while the subordination of
the clergy to kingship remains at the core of their relationship. However, the anti-
clerical character of the Speech and – to a lesser extent The King’s Mirror – cannot be
detected in these documents. This is in itself not surprising as our charters were not
polemical works. Furthermore, if the protocols effectively implied subordination to
the king, this latter is by no means limited to the clergy but concerned the entire so-
ciety. Indeed, the diplomas are characterised by an increasing reference to the bipartite
division between the elite and the non-elite, more so than any emphasis on the dis-
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tinction between the clergy and the laity. For instance, in the Rettarbot of 1260, it
was with the cumulated advice from both lay and clerical elite that the king issued
his law. Finally, the Retterbot of 1263 assumed that any prejudices against the Church
were a personal attack against the king, suggesting a narrow association between the
two powers, which appears to be consistent with the evolution towards a less strained
relationship. 
The place and role of the lay aristocracy constitutes an important theme of the
political and social thought expressed in The King’s Mirror and the Speech. This is
particularly evident in The King’s Mirror, where the author formulated a new defini-
tion of the aristocratic elite, based on service to the king, that reflected a tendency to
enhance the distinction between the aristocracy of birth and the aristocracy in the
king’s service. It also assigned this latter to a dominant position and role in the royal
views of society. This view appears to be quite respectfully reflected in the diplomas.
Despite the paucity of diplomas directly addressed to the aristocracy, there were the
numerous references to the aristocracy in the king’s service (with a specific emphasis
on the bipartite divisions of laity/clergy and elite/non-elite). References to the aris-
tocracy of birth or assimilating both aristocracies into a unique elite were very rare
and occurred only in early diplomas – the letter of King Håkon Sverresson (1202)
and to some extent in the donation letter to Stavanger, as has been argued. At the
later end of the period, both the Retterbot of 1260 and 1263 significantly illustrated
the shift from an aristocracy whose members owed their position to their wealth and
kin to an aristocracy composed of men serving the king. 
In both the Speech against the bishops and The King’s Mirror, peasants and com-
moners constituted the lower level of the social hierarchy as conceived by kings. In
the diplomas under examination, the hierarchy laid out by the protocols placed peas-
ants and commoners in the lower rank of the social order. The essential trait that dif-
ferentiated the Speech from The King’s Mirror concerned the esteem accorded by the
king to the people. However, it is impossible to state, based on the evidence in the
diplomas, whether the king showed great concern for the people or on the contrary,
contempt and conceit. The narratio of the first letter represented an exception, where
the author wrote that the conflict that set the kingship in opposition to the Church
shall end for the sake of the people who have suffered the most from it. In this re-
spect, the marked concern for the people shown by the king is very similar to the
first part of the Speech against the bishops. Although the agreement between the two
protagonists did not extend to the use of the pluralis modestiæ as was done in the
Speech, the agreement between them occupied a fundamental place in the legitimising
ideology of kingship. However, even if it would be premature to conclude that the
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ideology of kingship in this letter corresponded with an ascending conception of
kingship as defined by W. Ullmann, the letter from King Håkon Sverresson shows
its most typical characteristics: the king appeared to owe his power to the people and
their laws and his function on Earth was concerned with the protection of the order
as defined by these same laws.75
The theme of disorder represented the common background for the royal views
of society in both the Speech and The King’s Mirror. In this respect, this theme clearly
played a fundamental role in the ideology of kingship, as it assigned the king a role
of defender of society and restorer of peace. The letter from King Magnus Sverresson
(doc.1) proves to show the greatest conformity of view with our two previous texts.
In fact, the letter from King Håkon Sverresson largely referred to disorder in the
narratio, not only to justify the need for reconciliation between the king and the
Church, but also to point out the role played by the king and the elite in the protection
of society. Sixty years later, King Håkonsson’s amendment of 1260 (doc.8) justified
the laws punishing private feuds in describing how harmful this was for society.
However, in the remaining seven diplomas, the theme of disorder is conspicuous by
its absence. Of course, the idea of disorder was an underlying theme in letters where
the king granted his protection, because the royal favour was accorded precisely to
prevent chaos. However, it clearly appears that the theme of disorder was used in a
marginal way to introduce and justify the protective role of the king in society. The
royal function was described in the diplomas in many different ways, with only the
protection of society occupying a marginal place. The arengae depicted the three
themes related to the king’s duties: the king as the defender of society, the benefactor
of the Church, and the instrument of God’s will. Even though these duties did not a
priori contradict the king’s role as defender, there was clearly no consensus among
the authors concerning the role of the king in society. In fact, it appears that they
merely emphasized certain facets of the royal function, depending on the context and
the document’s recipients. 
The ideal of rex iustus was intimately associated with this role of defender, or the
king being committed to judge God’s people on His behalf. As was described earlier,
although both the Speech and the Mirror referred to the Christian ideal of rex iustus,
only the latter made it a central element in the ideology of kingship. In addition, The
King’s Mirror shows the growing importance of the laws as a means for the king to
assure peace and order. The diplomas attached great importance to the role of the
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king as judge. The king’s duty to punish the wicked and to reward the good was a
recurrent element in most poenae and præmia. While in earlier laws, the king’s duty
was closely associated with his role as judge, the diplomatic formulas examined here
did not make that same association. On the contrary, references to laws tended to
disappear over time in the diplomas, replaced by a greater emphasis on the intimate
relationship between the king and God. In fact, the narrow communion with God
seemed to take an ever-increasing place in the ideology of kingship as reflected in
the diplomas, with the Retterbot of 1263 representing its archetype. 
As both in the Speech and The King’s Mirror, the place of the king in the social hi-
erarchy was quite clear in the diplomas under consideration. The protocols clearly
placed him at its summit. But the two first works raised the issue of the increasing
distance separating the king from society; the ideology of kingship tended to remove
the king from society, while his relationship grew more and more intimate with God.
Such an evolution was clearly suggested in the diplomas. The later use of the devo-
tional formula in intitulationes stressed the king’s privileged relationship to God. Ad-
ditionally, as was shown in the examination of arengae and – to some degree– of
formulas of sanctiones, the king was progressively singled out from the rest of the
elite to appear alone, installed by God and committed to the government of the peo-
ple. I would finally point out the abandonment of the singularis majestatis in King
Filippus’ letter (1207-17) to be replaced by the systematic use of the pluralis majestatis
in the succeeding royal diplomas and argue that it somehow indicated with greater
emphasis the distance between the king and society. 
The examination of these nine documents for their references to royal concep-
tions of society has shown that royal diplomas were significantly pervaded with ref-
erences to the royal conception of society as defined in the former sources. Our 9
diplomas effectively conveyed specific social categorizations. In particular, they em-
phasised a bipartite view of society that distinguished between the elite and the non-
elite. The diplomas also appeared to confirm the kingship’s view of the place of
different groups in society. Furthermore, the documents reflected to a great extent
the trends and tendencies outlined in the Speech against the bishops and in The King’s
Mirror; a less strained relationship between the kingship and the Church, as well as
an increased importance of the place and role of the aristocracy in the king’s service.
Concerning the place and role of the king in society, it appears that in several occa-
sions the diplomas examined referred to the role of the king as judge. Finally, they
also testified to the growing emphasis on the king acting as God’s vicar on Earth and
owing his office to God, thereby confirming the increasing autonomy of the king
both as regards the laity and the clergy. 
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This correspondence suggests that diplomas effectively reflect the major trends
and development of royal ideology and royal power in the first half of the 13th century.
However, although significant, this correspondence is not systematic. In the 9 diplo-
mas, formulaic conventions varied greatly throughout the period. This absence of
permanent and well-defined ideology in diplomas may indicate that there was no well
established royal ideology in Norway at that time. The political situation of the king-
dom of Norway was that of dynastic instability as candidates to the throne constantly
fought each other or shared the kingship. The ideology in the diplomas issued in the
period may somehow reflect this instability. The advent of monarchy and the
strengthening of royal power and authority which generally is recognised as charac-
teristic of the reign of Håkon Håkonsson, in particular after the death of his co-ruler,
Duke Skule, in 1240, did not provide any systematic thematic coherency either. The
changing character of references can also mirror the level of development of the
chancery. Before the second half of the century, the organization was embryonic and
without permanent location or regular functioning. The position of Chancellor is
also believed to have been loosely purveyed to “passer-bys” literates.76
Diplomatic propaganda?
Our two reference sources, the Speech against the bishops and The King’s Mirror have
been considered as important writings promoting royal ideology. The Speech against
the bishops, in particular, was clearly a propaganda writ in the conflict that opposed
King Sverrir to the local ecclesiastical dignitaries. It proposed to its audience, the peo-
ple and the low clergy, an alternative understanding of who was responsible for the
crisis and argued for the king’s supremacy over the Church and over society in gen-
eral. The King’s Mirror is much less polemical and was primarily addressed to the
court circle to promote a new conception of aristocracy.77 The preceding analysis has
demonstrated that there was a correspondence between the kingship’s conception of
society, and its evolution as proposed by the Speech against the bishops and The King’s
Mirror, and the ideology expressed in formulas from contemporary royal diplomas.
The question to be asked now is whether there is a similar correspondence concerning
the use of royal diplomas as instruments for kingship to impose its own view of so-
ciety in order to strengthen and legitimise its authority in society. 
Several aspects advocates for royal diplomas to be more than the transcription of
legal acts. For example, as a support for royal propaganda. The very fact that royal
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letters and diplomas were meant to be read out loud to a large audience and at local
assemblies, things, supports the value of diplomas as a potential medium for royal
propaganda. Evidence of this public declamation is found in the formula sem þetta
bréƒ sjá eða høyra (to all those who see or hear), which was present in the protocol of
most royal diplomas from the thirteenth century.78 In addition, our diplomas were
written in the vernacular, thereby meant to be easily understood by a broad audience
of illiterates. Indeed, if we enlarge our scope of investigation, of the 29 royal diplomas
addressed to Norwegian recipients issued between 1170 and 1280, only 4 were written
in Latin; all of them addressed to religious institutions.
The previous examination has shown that despite the non-systematic presence
and a certain lack of coherency in the references employed in diplomatic formulas,
important aspects of the king’s conception of society were redundant. I believe that
the propagandist potential and the ideological impact of royal diplomas precisely re-
side in this redundancy. In his work on medieval English laws, M. Clanchy suggests
that language used in the laws influenced greatly people’s knowledge and conceptions.
He argues that the standardization of formulations and their agency that characterized
legal stipulations leaded to a similar uniformity of the form of complaint, but also of
“the complainants themselves”.79 Ultimately, he considers this process as a fundamen-
tal instrument of government for the English crown. 
In my view, the ideological and propagandist value of diplomas can be closely as-
sociated with the concept of doxa. The term of doxa refers to a set of prejudices and
values taken for granted, whose function was to propagate an ideology while at the
same time masking it. This concept has been closely associated with the social order
by P. Bourdieu, who insisted that conditioning processes transformed a vision of the
social order into a self-evident truth. He argued that the embodiment of social struc-
tures resulted from a mental hammering that makes “the social order progressively
inscribed in people’s minds”.80 In his study of The King’s Mirror, Sverre Bagge re-
ferred to the concept of doxa, questioning whether the programme for society pro-
posed by the author was effectively internalised by the population.81 Similarly,
Georges Duby, although without referring directly to the concept of doxa, concluded
his study of the tripartite model, which divided society in the class of oratores, bella-
tores and laboratores, by stating that this latter “had ceased to belong to these categories
of imagination” to “begin to take body […] in the real organisation of society”.82 It is
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my contention that royal diplomas contributed to a process of conditioning of the
social order, in spite of the deficiencies that have been described in this analysis.
Through a variety of formulations, the kingship indoctrinated a hierarchical and theo-
cratic conception of society that divided society between the elite and non-elite, and
that was ruled by a king-judge whose legitimacy was divine. From the second half of
the twelfth century, a fortiori from the 1280s on, these processes of embodiment of
social structures were to take a systematic character once the royal chancery increas-
ingly adopted standardised and stereotyped formulations.83 In this respect, I would
readily interpret the stereotyping of the formula bondom oc buþegnum we observed
in 6 of the studied documents (Doc.1, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9) as a precursory manner of em-
phasising both the permanency and the everlastingness of the place of commoners
in society, and as a way of embodying this concept in the people until it became an
obvious and natural truth.
Conclusion
The present article’s purpose have been to provide an illustration of my assumption
that diplomatic practice during the first half of the thirteenth century did indeed re-
flect contemporary ideas about the nature of society and the king’s place in it. I also
suggest that royal diplomas incorporate ideological references that disseminated the
king’s conception of how society ought to be organised throughout the kingdom.
This diplomatic proselytising probably functioned more over the long run than over
the more immediate time frame. Our analysis suggests that royal diplomas most prob-
ably did not function efficiently as agent of legitimizing of a royal order of society in
the early decades of the 13th century. However, it clearly acquired a greater impact on
population in the decades succeeding the period examined in this paper, once the for-
mulaic conventions were standardized. 
In the present analysis, the limited number of diplomas prevented the drawing
of any thorough and detailed conclusions, and I would argue that the scarcity of ma-
terial remains the main, if not the only, obstacle to the use of diplomas as a source of
information about royal ideology in thirteenth-century Norway. However, this in-
quiry aimed to demonstrate that the themes of royal ideology and propaganda were
not limited to literary works but that diplomatic material can also be a fertile source
of information. In my view, it would be very fruitful to examine the mechanisms of
promotion and of communication of royal ideology in twelfth and thirteenth century
diplomas, in particular in relation to the process of state-formation. As earlier men-
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tioned, a notable feature of this process was the expansion of Norwegian royal
chancery’s activity, especially from the second half of the century on. The questions
to be addressed are what role the royal chancery fulfilled in the promotion of royal
power and which function diplomatic practice had in the legitimizing strategies of
kingship? Finally, the analysis did not explore the question of foreign influence on
Norwegian diplomatics. The 13th century in Norway was marked by a new outward-
looking attitude towards Europe, which was enormously influential in the establish-
ment of a new type of centralized literary culture directly authorised by the monarchy.
What about diplomatic practice? How far and in which way has Norwegian diplo-
matic practice been influenced by the chanceries of the great Western monarchies
foreign models? Thirteenth-century Norwegian diplomatic is definitely a topic that
deserves further investigations.
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Sammendrag
Målsetningen med denne artikkelen er å finne ut om diplomene fra første halvdel av
1200-tallet gir uttrykk for kongens samfunnsideologi og i hvilken grad disse kunne
brukes som medium for å spre denne ideologien til resten av samfunnet. 
Kongens syn på samfunnet utgjorde et vesentlig aspekt av kongeideologien i
Norge i middelalderen. To av de viktigste verkene for kongeideologien på 1200-tallet,
En tale mot biskopene (ca. 1200) og Kongespeilet (ca. 1260), viet stor plass til metaforer
hvor samfunnet ble sammenlignet med en menneskekropp eller med naturen. Disse
samfunnsmodellene framstilte et hellig og hierarkisk samfunn som legitimerte kon-
gens herredømme over samfunnet og undersåttenes lydighet. Selv om disse verkene
stod for en ganske lik samfunnstenkning, ser vi også en viss utvikling mot et mer hi-
erarkisk samfunn som i større grad ble underlagt kongens hegemoni. 
Artikkelen undersøker om det fantes en korrespondanse mellom samfunnside-
ologien i disse verkene og de ni bevarte diplomene fra det norske kongelige kanselliet
fra samme perioden. Analysen gransker tre diplomatiske formularer eller gruppe av
formularer: formularene som innleder diplomet (protokollen), motivasjonsformula-
rene (arengaene) og formularene som avslutter diplomat (eskatokollen).
Undersøkelsen viser at diplomene både bærer i seg viktige deler av kongens sam-
funnsideologi og gjenspeiler de endringene som ble observert mellom En tale mot
biskopene og Kongespeilet. Når det gjelder diplomene som propagandaverktøy konklud-
erer forfatteren med at diplomene må ha bidratt til å implementere viktige deler av kon-
gens samfunnsideologi i samfunnet, men at denne innvirkningen måtte ha fungert i
det lange løp. Analysen understreker også begrensningene ved det diplomatiske mate-
rialet fra første halvdel av 1200-tallet. Dette gjelder i stor grad selve omfanget av mate-
rialet, men også den usystematiske karakteren av de ideologiske referansene.
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